Abstract: This paper proposes a quadratic programming (QP)-based method, for linear dynamic system identification from quantized data or binary measurements. The main idea of the proposed method is to reformulate the identification problem for finite impulse (FIR) systems, usually viewed as a nonlinear estimation problem with discontinuous nonlinearities, in the form of a standard QP problem, which is a convex optimization problem and can be solved efficiently. The QP-based method is equally applicable to both quantized data and binary measurements without any modification. It has no special assumptions on the identification experiments. An iterative QP-based method is also developed for the identification of infinite impulse response (IIR) systems. Numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Quantized data are typically produced by the process of analog-to-digital conversion and has been widely studied in signal encoding and digital represention. System identification based on quantized data has been investigated in quite a few articles [5] [3] . Binary data is a special case of quantized data; however, as the information of original data is greatly lost during this particular quantization procedure, most of the existing identification methods for quantized data cannot be applied directly without modification to binary measurements. Hence, some special methods have been designed [8] [9] [13] [14] [6] [3] . Among them, the stochastic algorithm in [13] [14] and the weighted least-squares method in [6] [3] are perhaps the most efficient algorithms.
In this paper, a quadratic-programming-based method (referred to as QP-based method) to quantized system identification is proposed. The main idea of the method is to reformulate the identification problem for quantized data (including binary measurements) as a standard QP problem, which is a convex optimization problem and can be efficiently solved. The advantages of the QP-based method are three-fold compared with existing identification methods based on quantized data: (i) The QP-based method has no special assumptions on the identification experiments. To be precise, the only required information consists of the input data, quantized output data and the rule of quantizer. By contrast, the existing methods require additional conditions. For instance, the stochastic algorithm in [13] [14] needs the periodic input sequence and the known distribution function of the output-additive disturbance; the weighted least-squares method in [6] [3] requires a measurable dithering signal additive to the output. (ii) The QP-based method is equally applicable to both general quantized data and binary measurements without any modification. (iii) An iterative QP-based method is ready to be developed for the identification of infinite impulse response (IIR) models based on quantized data and binary measurements, while most of the existing methods are developed for finite impulse response (FIR) models and are hardly able to be generalized to IIR models in a straightforward manner.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the QP-based method. Numerical examples are presented in Section 3 to demonstrate the efficiency of QP-based method and compare it with some existing methods in literature. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
QP-BASED METHOD
Consider a single-input single-output discrete-time linear time-invariant dynamic system,
where u(t) and y(t) are respectively the input and the output (before quantification) of the system, τ is the input delay, and ε(t) is an additive unmeasurable noise and enters as a direct error in the difference equation. For the simplicity of presentation, it will be assumed in this paper that τ = 0, though the presented results can be straightforwardly generalized to the case of non null τ . In order to ease the notation, (1) is rewritten in a compact form as,
with
The output z(t) is not directly accessible; however, its quantized counterpart y(t) can be obtained via a known quantification function q, i.e.,
Given the quantized output y(t), the input u(t) and the quantification rule q, the objective is to estimate the unknown parameter vector θ. Here the system orders (n, m) are assumed to be known a prior.
The case of FIR systems
In this subsection let us consider FIR systems. In this case the vector φ defined in (2) is solely composed of delayed samples of input u(t). The QP-based method is proposed as follows. As the quantification rule q is assumed available, for any observed quantized output y(t) (which takes discrete values), it is known that
where a and b are known nonlinear functions depending on q. For example, if the quantification function q simply rounds the real value z(t) to the nearest integer, then, y(t) − 0.5 ≤ z(t) < y(t) + 0.5.
If the system output before quantification z(t) was directly accessible, the parameters in θ could be estimated by minimizing the least squares criterion:
Such a simple method cannot be applied, because z(t) is not directly accessible. However, some information about z(t) is available through the quantized output y(t), and this information is expressed by the inequalities (3). By combining the least squares criterion (4) and the inequalities (3), the parameter vector θ can be estimated through the constrained optimization problem:
This constrained optimization problem can be reformulated in the form of a standard QP problem as follows. Define
we reformulate the loss function in (5) as
where
If the dynamic system in (1) takes the form of an FIR model, then the matrix Φ is completely determined by the input u(t). Hence, the original estimation problem in (5) is equivalent to a standard QP problem,
Here X L and X U are lower and upper bounds of X,
. . .
where θ L and θ H are the lower and upper bounds of θ, respectively. In the sequel, this way of estimating θ is referred to as the QP-based method. Note that both z(t) and θ are estimated by the QP-based method, so that the number of unknowns to be estimated increases with the data length N .
The IIR case
If the dynamic system in (1) is an IIR model, Φ contains the unknown output z(t), as shown in (2) . This problem is resolved by developing an iterative QP-based method as follows.
Stage-I. Initialization The unknown samples of z(t) in φ(t) are replaced by zeros, i.e.,
Then, solving the QP problem in (6) yields the initial estimates of Z and θ, denoted asẐ 0 andθ 0 . 
where µ ∈ R + is a small number close to zero. Currently, there is no formal proof of the convergence, but numerical examples (e.g., Example 2 in Section 3) show that it (always) converges.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section provides three examples to demonstrate the efficiency of the QP-based method and compare it with some other existing methods. 
= q (z(t)) . Here the input u(t) is uniformly distributed on the interval [−3, 3] ; the noise ε(t) is normally distributed white noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 ε . The quantizer q takes a staircase function y(t) = kh,
where h ∈ R + is the quantification level; the characteristic of the quantizer for h = 0.5 is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the constraint in (5) becomes
Without loss of generality, the upper and lower bounds of the system parameters are assumed to be −100 < a i ≤ 100 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The proposed QP-based method is exploited to yield the estimates of a i 's and z(t). Table 1 lists the empirical means and standard deviations of a i 's for different quantification levels h in the noise-free case σ 2 ε = 0 with the data length N = 1000 and random realizations of u(t). As the quantization level h increases, more information will be lost due to larger quantization errors. Even so, the QP-based method is able to provide accurate estimates of a i 's for different quantification levels, as shown in Table 1 .
The QP-based method estimates z(t) along with θ. Fig. 3 depicts the actual output z(t) (only available in simulations) and its estimate for h = 4, N = 100, and σ In terms of the performance of the QP-based method subject to noises, Table 2 lists the empirical means and standard deviations of the estimated parameters obtained in 100 Monte Carlo simulations for four noise levels, with the quantization level h = 1, and the data length N = 1000. The results show that the proposed QP-based method yields accurate estimates in the noisy scenario.
Example 2: Consider an IIR model y(t) = q(z(t)), where
Here the input u(t) is uniformly distributed on the interval [−3, 3] ; the noise source ε(t) is normally distributed white Table 2 . Estimated parameters in Example 1 under different noise levels in 100 simulations for h = 1 with the data length N = 1000 Table 3 . Estimated parameters in Example 2 under different quantization levels in 100 simulations with the data length N = 300 from the iterative QP-based method Table 5 . Estimated parameters in Example 3 under different data lengths in 100 simulations with C = 3, and σ Tables 3 and  4 list the empirical means and standard deviations of the estimated parameters obtained from the iterative QP-based method under different quantification levels and noise levels, respectively. The results show that the proposed iterative QP-based method for the IIR model also yields accurate estimates for different quantification levels in the noisy scenario. The parameter µ in the convergence criterion (7) is chosen to be 0.01. In Table 3 , the averaged numbers of iterations are also listed. The iterative QP-based method converges in a finite number of iterations; as the quantification level increases, it takes more iterations to achieve convergence.
Example 3:
The configuration is the same that in Example 1, except that the quantizer plays a role as binary sensor such that
where the constant C is equal to 3. That is, y(t) takes only two values of 0 and 1. The inequality constraint in (5) becomes
The proposed QP-based method can deal with the binary measurements without any modification. Table 5 lists the means and standard deviations of the estimated parameters obtained in 100 Monte Carlo simulations for different data lengths with σ 2 ε = 0.1. The QP-based method yields quite accurate estimates of the parameters. Table 6 lists the means and standard derivations of the estimated parameters obtained by the QP-based method under different noise levels in 100 Monte Carlo simulations with the data length N = 2000.
Example 4:
This example compares the QP-based method with two other identification methods for binary measurements, namely, the stochastic algorithm in [13] [14] and the weighted least-squares method in [6] [3] . The simulation setup is almost the same as that in Example 3; however, extra assumptions must be satisfied for the two other methods. By contrast, the QP-based method does not need these special requirements.
For the stochastic algorithm, the input u(t) has to be periodic and the distribution function of the noise ε(t) has to be known. In this example, each period of u(t) is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance for 200 samples, and ε(t) takes the uniform distribution. Tables 7 and 8 compare the estimated parameters from the stochastic algorithm and the QP-based method, for two different levels of the uniformly distributed noise ε(t). Because ε(t) and its distribution are indeed the information source for the stochastic algorithm, the level of ε(t) has to be significant enough to estimate the parameters; as a result, the estimates from the stochastic algorithm are accurate in Table 7 for the noise interval [−12, 12] , while the estimates from the stochastic algorithm in Table 8 are inaccurate for the noise interval [−1, 1]. By contrast, the estimates from the QP-based method in Table 7 are less accurate than those in Table 8 , because the noise ε(t) only plays a role as a disturbance instead of the information source.
For the weighted least-squares method, an extra known disturbance d(t) along with ε(t) has to be introduced. In this example, d(t) is a normal white noise with zero mean and variance 0.1, and is independent to ε(t) that is another white noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 ε = 0.02. Table 9 compares the estimated parameters from the weighted least-squares method and the proposed QPbased method. The weighted least-squares method exploits the information of the extra disturbance d(t) to estimate parameters; however, d(t) only plays a role as another additive noise in the QP-based method. This difference explains the minor inferiority of the estimates from the QP-based method in Table 9 . Table 7 . Estimated parameters from the stochastic algorithm (SA) and the QP-based method (QP) with the uniform noise on the interval [−12, 12] and data length N = 4000. Table 9 . Estimated parameters from the weighted least-squares method (WLS) and the QP-based method (QP) with the data length N = 1000.
θ W LS QP a 1 = 1.00
1.0398 ± 0.0145 1.0117 ± 0.0274 a 2 = −2.00 −2.0623 ± 0.0152 −2.0197 ± 0.0324 a 3 = 0.50 0.5328 ± 0.0149 0.5113 ± 0.0265 a 4 = −1.50 −1.5402 ± 0.0142 −1.5183 ± 0.0356
CONCLUSION
A quadratic programming-based method for identification of quantized system have been proposed. This new method is as effective as the others and no special requirements needed; besides, it can be equally applicable to both quantized data and binary measurements. Numerical examples have illustrated the efficiency of the QP-based method. In order to analyze the theoretic property of the QP-based method, the statistical characteristics of the estimated parameters and the convergence of the iterative QP-based method need to be investigated in the future work.
